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CHARACTERS
RASHID ALMANSOUR   17 year old male from saudi arabia
        privileged high school student

ARYAN KUMARI        17 year old male from india 
                  high school student, lives + works 
        partime in almansour household  

SABBIR BANIK         17 year old male from bangladesh
        migrant construction worker
        aryan’s best friend 

MAJID AND WARDA    rashid’s parents
AL MANSOUR      wealthy businessman + stay at home mom

PRANAV KUMARI     aryan’s father
        the almansour’s cook

NAZIR BANIK     sabbir’s father 
        migrant construction worker 
       

 
       



PLOT
Riyadh, 2005 

follows the lives of three young men, rashid, aryan, and sabbir 
as they navigate their way through the city

until one fateful night brings them together 

this night proves to be a spiritual awakening for the young men

they dicuss topics such as: 
religion
the overwhelming amount of foreigners 
the exploitation of migrant workers 
the patriarchial society 
consumerism

eventually they create their own idealized version of a new riyadh



this story is meant to depict how the different 
social classes in riyadh, and other similar 
gulf societies, will always interact and be 
connected with one another despite the 
overwhelming effort by the state, and by society, 
to hide labor intensive work, divide the social
classes, and enforce religious rule
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syllabus readings
1. “migrant’s strategies of coping and patterns of 
    accomodation in the oil-rich gulf societies” 
    by sulayman khalaf and saad alkobaisi

2. “saudi arabia in translation: engendering consumerism 
  in the saudi capital” by amelie le renard



evidence readings
1. “civil society and the voluntary sector in saudi arabia”
   by caroline montagu 

2. “alcohol and islam: an overview” by laurence michalak 

3. “the environment, consumerism, and socialism” by kevin nance

4. “everyday life in the kingdom of saudi arabia between the 
    temporalities of religion, tradition, and consumerism” 
    by matthias varul

5. “depression among migrant workers in saudi arabia” by waseem nadim

6. “multi-architecture in saudi arabia” by salwa nugali 

7. “islam and gender egalitarianism: an examination of egyptian 
    and saudi arabian youth attitudes” by jamie Kucinskas 

8. “Design Studies: a reader” by hazel clark 
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    temporalities of religion, tradition, and consumerism” 
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“the environment, consumerism, and socialism” by kevin nance



LIFE IS ABOUT INTERACTIONS. 

INTERACTIONS BRING PROGRESS.

ONLY THROUGH A SET OF INTERACTIONS, WITH PEOPLE AND
THE ENVIRONMENT, CAN A SOCIETY BREAK THROUGH THE
BARRIERS THAT HAVE BEEN SET UP BY THE STATE.


